
Amiro Essence Boosting Beauty Device User Manual



We appreciate your purchase of an AMIRO product.

Please read this section carefully and closely follow the
instructions in order to ensure correct and safe use of the product.

Please save this manual for future reference.
Please include this manual when transferring ownership of the product

to others.



Instructions for Use:
Dear customer, thank you for choosing Amiro Essence Boosting Beauty Device by
Shenzhen Accompany Technology Co., Ltd. (“our company”). Before using the
device, please ensure that you have carefully read and fully understood the user
manual. To use the device properly, make sure the instructions are followed carefully.
If you have any questions while using the device, feel free to reach out to our
company for assistance. We promise to offer you the best of our service at all times.

Safety Warnings:
Our company guarantees the safety, reliability, and functionality of the device only
when all specified operations are strictly adhered to. Our company is not liable for
any other circumstances.
·Device adjustment and maintenance should be carried out by designated and trained
personnel of our company.
·The electrical equipment and work environment must meet national standards, industry
norms, and the manual requirements.
·Strictly adhere to the instructions for the use, charging, and storage of the device.
·Use only the accessories provided by our company
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Device and Manufacturer Information
Product Information
Name: Amiro Essence Boosting Beauty Device
Model / Specification ABS001
Production Date: Check the nameplate for details

Manufacturing Information
Manufacturer: Shenzhen Accompany Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: F26, High-Tech Zone Union Tower, 63 South 10th Avenue, High-Tech
Zone, Binhai Community, Yuehai sub-District, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China
Postal Code: 518063
Contact number: 400 048 0888
After-sales Service Provider: Shenzhen Accompany Technology Co., Ltd.
Address of the After-sales Service Provider: F26, High-Tech Zone Union Tower, 63
South 10th Avenue, High-Tech Zone, Binhai Community, Yuehai sub-District,
Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China

Safety Instructions
To use this device safely and to prevent bodily harm to the user or others, please
read the safety precautions carefully and follow the precautions outlined.

Warning: Operations that may result in bodily injury to the user or damage
to the device.

Safety Instructions: Additional instructions for better usage of the device
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Warning: Use, Charging and Storage Safety
To prevent injury or discomfort, and to ensure the device’s life span, please
ensure that the environment where the product is used and stored is dry, free
from flammable or explosive materials, not exposed to strong direct light, and
kept at an appropriate indoor temperature.
·Keep away from fire sources or flammable materials during use, charging, or storage.
·Avoid proximity to strong electromagnetic fields, shortwaves, or microwaves to
prevent interference and unstable energy output.
·Refrain from using, charging, or storing device in damp or immersion-prone areas to
prevent electric leakage or malfunction.
·Avoid using, charging, or storing device in environments with high levels of
corrosive substances (such as hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, ammonia, nitrogen,
hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, etc.) to prevent corrosion of the main unit and
accessories
·Avoid using, charging, or storing the device in areas with significant temperature
fluctuations (near heaters, hot pots, air conditioning, etc.) to prevent potential risks
due to varying temperature.
·To prevent dropping or damaging the device, avoid using, charging, or storing it in
tilted, unstable, or vibrating conditions.
·To protect the environment and prevent skin or body discomfort, please prevent the
device from coming into contact with pollutants or waste during use.

Warning: Fire Risks
·Keep away from fire sources or flammable materials during use, charging, or storage.
·Do not use the device near flammable and explosive materials (such as alcohol, hair
gel, gasoline, nail polish, nail polish remover, high-pressure sprays).
·Do not use this device together with flammable beauty or hair devices, such as
essential oils, hair gel, hair wax, foam mousse, and similar items.
·Avoid using, charging, or storing the device in high-temperature areas like near open
flames, heaters, or direct sunlight to prevent overheating, explosions, or fires.
·Avoid direct contact of the electrode head with flammable materials to prevent fire
risks caused by short circuits.
·Avoid using, charging, or storing the device in oxygen-rich environments to prevent
fire hazards and other dangers.
·Remember to turn off the power and unplug the charger when the device is idle or
during cleaning to prevent short circuits, electrocution, or fires.
·To avoid short circuits, electrocution, or fires, use the power adapter and its
accompanying charging cable provided by our company for charging. When using the
device, plug the adapter directly into the power outlet instead of using an extension
cord to prevent short circuits, electrocution, or fires.
·For your safety and to prevent electrocution, fires, or injuries, do not attempt to
disassemble, repair, or modify the device on your own. Please contact customer
service for any necessary repairs.
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Warning: Biological Hazards and Contact Safety
·The components of this device that come into contact with the human body are
crafted using 316 stainless steel and have been approved through nickel release (GB/T
19719-2005 & GB/T 28485-2012) and biocompatibility tests (GB/T
16886.5-2017/GB/T 16886.10-2017). This guarantees that they are safe for use. If you
have a history of allergies to these materials, please avoid direct contact with the
device or stop using it if you experience any allergic reactions. Consult a doctor if
necessary.
·This device is for personal use on the face only. Please refrain from sharing it with
others. If the device is to be used on multiple people, please clean the electrode head
before each use to prevent cross-contamination.
·Due to the presence of bacteria on facial skin, it is important to clean the electrode
head thoroughly before and after each use to prevent bacterial growth.
·For hygiene purposes and to avoid cross-infection of bacteria or viruses, do not use
this device on non-human animals, such as pets.

Warning: Hazards of Water Damage
This device has passed IPX6 waterproof testing.
·Prevent liquid from entering the main unit or charging port. After cleaning, ensure the
device is completely dry before storing it in a dry environment to avoid potential short
circuits, electrocution, or fires caused by water damage.
·To prevent electrocution, short circuits, or fires, refrain from using, charging, or
storing the device near water sources, in bathrooms, or while bathing.
·Do not immerse any part of the device in liquid to prevent electrocution, short
circuits, or fires.
·The device's bottom charging port features a waterproof plug design. When cleaning,
make sure the waterproof plug is securely in place to prevent liquid from entering the
charging port and potentially causing electrocution, short circuits, or fires.

Waterproof Plug Properly Installed Waterproof Plug Not Properly Installed
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Warning: Hazards Associated with Incorrect Usage and Wrong
Settings
·Do not use this device on the eye area to avoid potential harm from excessive energy.
·Do not keep the device in the same position for an extended period to avoid
discomfort and injury from accumulated heat.

Warning: Operational Safety
Before using the device, ensure all functions and components are intact for
effectiveness and safety.
·Do not use the device for non-cosmetic purposes.
·Do not use it for pet care to prevent injuries to your pet.
·To prevent physical discomfort and skin damage, avoid overusing it or similar
devices.
·Remember to switch off the power after using the device or when not in use.
·Use the device after you have removed your makeup.
·Avoid looking directly at the LED light for a prolonged period of time to prevent
damage to the eyes.
·Avoid using the device on the eyes to prevent eye injury.
·Feeling different temperatures while using the device is normal, as individual skin
sensitivity differs. Adjust the temperature to your preference as necessary.
·To prevent skin damage or discomfort, it is recommended to avoid prolonged use on
the same area.
·To prevent personal injury or accidents, it is important to follow the instructions in
the user manual and refrain from unauthorized operations.
·Avoid using the device near strong magnetic or high-frequency devices such as
microwave ovens.
·To prevent device malfunctions and personal injury, ensure that the electrode pads do
not touch metal while in use or during charging.
·To prevent component failures or injuries from dropping the device, make sure to
keep the main unit and base secure and stable to avoid any impact or falls. Do not use
the device if it has been damaged by a fall or collision.

Do not use the device on the eyeball,

upper and lower eyelids, and lips.

Do not keep the device in the same

position for an extended period

Do not use the device on the throat

and lymphatic area of the neck
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·Do not use the device if it is malfunctioning as doing so may result in bodily injury
or danger.
·To avoid overheating hazards, do not cover the main unit with materials that can
hinder heat dissipation, like fabric or blankets.
·Keep the device away from children as it contains small parts that could be
swallowed or cause choking.
·Properly dispose of plastic packaging bags after unpacking to prevent risks of
children suffocating or pets playing with them.
·When using, charging, or storing the device, make sure to keep it out of reach of
infants, toddlers, and individuals with mental disorders to prevent any potential
injuries.

Warning: Electrical Safety
·Do not disassemble, repair, modify, or damage the main unit or charging cable. Do
not bend, pull, or twist the power cord.
·Do not expose the main unit or charging cable to water or high humidity to prevent
electrocution or leakage. Avoid charging, using, or storing the device in areas prone
to moisture, such as bathrooms or sinks.
·Use only the original charging cables provided with the device.
·This device does not come with an adapter. When charging, make sure to use an
adapter that complies with national certification standards and provides a 5V⎓3A
output.
·Do not connect the device to unstable power sources to prevent inconsistent charging
efficiency or damage to the device.
·Do not connect this device in parallel or series with other electrical appliances. When
the rated capacity is exceeded due to improper usage such as connecting multiple
devices in parallel, it may lead to a fire hazard.
·If there is a power outage during use, stop charging the device, disconnect it from the
charging cable, and store the main unit properly.
·Only use the charging cable provided by our company. Using other cables may cause
damage to the main unit.
·Avoid using improper adapters to prevent safety risks like overheating, electrocution,
and leakage.

Warning: Risk of Electrocution
·Do not use the device if you are wearing contact lenses or metal accessories such as
glasses, earrings, necklaces, watches, or rings.
·To avoid risking electrocution, do not attempt to open the main unit’s casing by
yourself.
·Do not handle the charger with wet hands. Ensure that the device, charging cable,
and adapter are dry at all times.
·Do not use the charging cable if it is loose or damaged when inserting it into the
adapter.
·After use, unplug the charging cable and hold it properly when pulling it out. To

Microsoft 帐户
此处原文 将隐形银镜列为金属饰品，建议修改（如图），译文按“请勿佩戴有金属饰品（如眼镜、耳环…）”翻译。��
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avoid the risk of electrocution, do not plug or unplug the charging cable with wet
hands After removing the charging cable, ensure that the waterproof plug is secured
in place.
·Avoid using improper adapters to prevent safety risks like overheating, electrocution,
and leakage.
·If the charging cable is damaged, contact the manufacturer or dealer for a
replacement.

Caution: Improper storage may reduce the lifespan of the device.
Ensure to store this device in a safe location and protect the electrode heads
properly. If the device hasn't been used for an extended period, ensure to verify
that it starts up correctly.
·Keep the main unit and charging cable out of reach of children, infants, or pets.
·Avoid putting excessive weight on the main unit or pulling on the charging cable.
·Do not place the device in a microwave or high-pressure container.
·Disconnect the charging cable after using the device or while cleaning the main unit,
during power outages, lightning, or similar situations to avoid any potential damage.
·Check the electrode heads for cracks, deformities, or damage before using the device.
Do not use the device if any problems are found.
·Do not submerge the device in liquid-filled containers.
·Do not clean the device with solvents like alcohol, diluents, gasoline, nail polish
remover, diesel, makeup remover, etc.

Caution: Transportation Safety
·When transporting the device, avoid shaking or placing heavy objects on top of it.
Otherwise, it may lead to damage or malfunction of the device.
·When transporting the device, use proper packaging and handle it carefully to
prevent the main unit from falling or experiencing heavy impacts that may cause
damage.
·Avoid exposing the device to rain or submerging it into water during transportation
to prevent the risk of short circuits or electrocution.

People who should not use the device
People with any of the following conditions may not use this device as it could
result in accidents or skin and bodily injury:
·Individuals with abnormal blood pressure, heart disease, cardiac functional disorders,
or tendencies towards functional disorders.
·Infectious diseases or fever
·Hemorrhagic disease or cicatricial diathesis
·Individuals with abnormal pain perception, inability to express consciousness, or
lack of temperature and stimuli perception.
·If you are undergoing dental or oral treatment, consult a doctor before using the
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device
·Individuals experiencing menstruation (which can lead to hormonal instability and
significant skin changes), pregnancy, or breastfeeding.
·Infants, young children, or individuals under 18 years old (in adolescence).
·Presence of metal implants in the targeted area.
·Individuals using implantable electronic devices such as pacemakers.
·Individuals using life-sustaining electronic devices such as heart-lung machines.
·Individuals using wearable medical devices such as electrocardiographs, infusion
pumps.
·Suffering from, or having previously suffered from, cancer (especially skin cancer
and precancerous moles), acute illnesses, tuberculosis, febrile diseases, infectious
diseases, blood diseases, visceral diseases, skin diseases, or allergic dermatitis.
·Impaired immune system due to immunosuppressive diseases such as AIDS or the
consumption of immunosuppressive drugs.
·Please consult a doctor before using the device if you have had permanent dermal
fillers injected or have received temporary dermal fillers/Botox injections in the facial
areas of application.
·Diseases caused by thermal irritation within the application area, such as recurrent
herpes simplex.
·Individuals with allergies, sensitive skin, or fragile skin.
·Experiencing fatigue, illness, under the influence of alcohol or on sleeping pills.
·Dilated capillaries caused by prolonged use of steroids, hormones, and other drugs,
or liver dysfunction.
·Individuals with skin diseases, genetic eczema, allergic dermatitis, scar-prone skin,
or sensitive and fragile skin.
·Avoid using the device if you are using Isotretinoin, alpha hydroxy acids (AHAs),
beta hydroxy acids (BHAs), or salicylic acid. Individuals using sedatives, local
anesthetics, or anesthetic painkillers. Avoid using the device if you are taking aspirin
medication, using immunosuppressants, or using retinoic acid and similar
medications.
Consult a doctor before use if you have high myopia (above 600 degrees).
·Use of this product may cause discomfort or adverse effects if you suffer from
allergies, skin conditions, allergic dermatitis, or sensitive skin. Stop using the product
immediately if you experience any adverse effects.
Do not use the device on areas of skin that are injured or covered with burns, blisters,
cuts, wounds, active skin diseases, and/or infections.

Warning: Failure to follow the instructions for use may result in
adverse effects;
Warning: The device could cause damage to the skin if it is used

repeatedly or for a long period of time on the same area.
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·Avoid bypassing or removing the built-in safety mechanism.

Applicable scenarios
·Target Consumers Recommended for individuals aged 18 and above seeking to
diminish facial wrinkles, enhance skin tone, and address skin repair needs (please
check contraindications before use).
·Applicable Area: Apply to the face, avoiding the eye area.

Operating principle
Micro-current
Microcurrent therapy can boost cellular ATP production, stimulate the synthesis of
collagen types I, IV, and XVII, and elastic fibers. It also utilizes medium and
low-frequency pulse currents to induce muscle contractions, elevating the skin and
tightening the tissues and muscles.

Light Therapy
Photodynamics is the use of a light-emitting device to convert electrical energy into
controlled light energy of specific wavelengths for cosmetic and beautifying purposes.
Utilizes visible light to stimulate tissues through photothermal, photochemical, and
biological effects, enhancing skin cell metabolism, reducing cell aging, increasing
skin elasticity, and revitalizing the skin.
·Red light: Enhances cell activity, stimulates collagen regeneration, diminishes fine
lines, shrinks pores, increases skin elasticity, and revitalizes dull skin.
·Yellow light: Regulates skin pigmentation, fixes hyperpigmentation, evens out skin
tone, and enhances skin brightness and smoothness.
·Infrared light: Accelerates tissue repair and regeneration, relieves skin inflammation,
promotes tissue recovery and healing, improves skin elasticity and tightness, reducing
the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

Thermotherapy:
Utilizes infrared radiation and high-energy heating plates to circulate heat within the
skin, boosting blood flow, activating skin cells, and enhancing pore function.
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Iontophoresis
Generates an electric field on the stratum corneum, the outermost layer of the
epidermis, to facilitate electroporation, improving skin permeability for increased
absorption of active ingredients from skincare products into deeper skin layers,
maximizing skincare benefits.

Packaging List

① Amiro Essence
Boosting Beauty

Device×1

② Charging
Cable×1

③ Quick Start
Guide Card×1

④ User Manual×1

⑤ After-sales
Service Card× 1
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Product Illustration
Device illustration

Power /Intensity Level/Mode button

Press and hold for 2 seconds to power on

Press once to switch the intensity level

Press twice to switch modes

Skin-Tightening Mode
Brightening Mode

Repair Mode

Mode Indicators
Level 1： Gentle
Level 2： Moderate
Level 3： Strong

White light on: Battery partially charged
Yellow light on: Low battery level
Red light on: Critical battery level,

requires charging
Red light flashing: Battery depleted
Green light on: Battery charged

Power indicator

Charging Port Cover
Please open the cover

before charging
Charging port

Energy Matrix
Treatment Head

Smart Impedance
Recognition

Firming

Brightening

Repair
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Main Technical Parameters
Normal working conditions
Input: Type-C 5 V ⎓ 3 A
*It is advisable to use a charger that complies with the national regulations for charging
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Product parameters

Product name Amiro Essence Boosting Beauty Device

Product Model ABS001

Product mode Skin-Tightening Mode / Brightening
Mode / Repair Mode

Device weight ≈ 170 g

Device dimensions 90.6 mm*38.5 mm*75.6 mm

Red light wavelength 633 nm

Yellow light wavelength 590 nm

Infrared light wavelength 850 nm

Battery capacity 1300 mAh

Electrode Size 135.96 mm2

Maximum Treatment Duration 5 min

Compliance Standards
GB4706.1-2005, GB4706.15-2008
GB4343.1-2018, GB/T 4343.2-2020
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Charging
Verify that the device is fully charged during the first use
Charging time: Approximately 60 minutes (charging time may vary due to different
charging conditions)
Battery life: 50 minutes (may vary depending on usage environment and intensity
level)

Charging port Type-C charging port
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Preparation before first-time use
Checking
Open-box checking: Unpack the main unit and accessories from the box, verify the
contents against the packaging list, and retain the packaging materials for future use.
Check the device and accessories for any damage. If there are signs of mechanical
damage or equipment malfunction, do not use the device and contact the distributor or
after-sales service immediately.

Charging
Make sure the device is fully charged before using it for the first time.

Skin adaptation test
This device treats the skin with heat, microcurrents, and light. To prevent skin
discomfort, conduct a skin sensitivity test before using it for the first time. Follow the
illustrated steps below:
·Cleanse the inner arm with soap, body wash, or facial cleanser. Dry the area using a
towel or tissue. Then, an appropriate amount of gel in the center of the electrode head.
Turn on the device and select Skin-Tightening mode 1. Gently glide the device over
the cleaned skin area for 2 minutes.
·After 2 minutes, gently massage any leftover gel until it is fully absorbed. If there are
no signs of redness, itching, or heat on the skin within 24 hours, you can proceed with
using the device.

Glide in a circular
motion for 2
minutes.
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Warnings
·If you notice any abnormal conditions such as rashes, redness, or itching on the test
area, please discontinue the test immediately.
·If you experience any skin conditions before, during, or after the test, please
discontinue the use of this device.
·Avoid using the device on the same spot for excessive periods of time and remember
to glide it over your skin during use.
·Make sure to glide the electrode head smoothly if the essence, gel, or other
commonly used device dries out during treatment.
·If you experience a strong tingling sensation on your skin, reduce the intensity level
or switch to a different area.
·Do not apply the device to the sensitive areas indicated in the illustration below.

Do not use the device on the eyeball,
upper and lower eyelids, and lips.

Do not keep the device in the same
position for an extended period

Do not use the device on the throat
and lymphatic area of the neck
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Usage
Device Instructions
1. Remove makeup and cleanse your face.
Before use, remove all makeup and cleanse the facial, eye, jawline areas. Make sure
to also remove contact lenses and any metal jewelry and from the face, ears, neck,
hands, etc.

2. Apply a sufficient amount of essence to your face or insert the essence
cartridge into the device.
1. Apply an appropriate amount of essence or gel, then switch on the device to start
your skincare routine. Reapply the essence or gel immediately if your skin feels dry or
resistant during the therapy.
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2. Make sure the essence cartridge is attached securely before turning on the device.

Click
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3. To switch on the device, press and hold the power button until you feel a
prolonged vibration.
After switching on the device, you may monitor the battery level by checking the
battery indicator.
Regardless of whether the device is on or off, simply plug the charging cable into the
device’s charging port to connect it to the power source and begin charging.

The indicator light will turn on when the
device is connected to the power source.
Yellow light flashing - Charging
Green light on – Battery chargedFirming

Brightening
Repair
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Status of Battery Indicator

Not charging Charging

Red light on: Critical battery level, please
charge before use

Red light flashing: Charging, critical
battery level

Yellow light on: Low battery level, please
charge after use

Yellow light flashing: Charging, low
battery level

White light on: Battery partly charged White light flashing: Charging, battery
partly charged

Green light on: Battery charged
Green light on: Battery fully charged,

unplug the charging cable and secure the
waterproof charging plug cover.

4. Modes and Levels
Press twice to select the desired mode
Select the mode that matches the main effect of the essence you are using. For
instance, if you are using an essence for skin tightening, select the “Skin-Tightening
mode”.
When you select a mode, the indicator light will switch to white, and the electrode
panel will light up, indicating that the treatment is ready to begin. The default mode is
“Skin-Tightening mode”.

When the device is on, press the power button twice to cycle through the modes
in the following order:
Skin-Tightening Mode → Brightening Mode → Repair Mode
After each mode, the device will switch off after long vibration. To switch to another
mode, restart the device and make a new selection.

Press the power
button twice to

change modes while
the device is on,

Skin-Tightening Mode Brightening Mode Repair Mode
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Select intensity level
To set an intensity level, press the gold button to switch intensity level. The indicator
lights will light up to display the intensity level. While the device is on, press the
button once to cycle through the in tensity levels in this order:
Level 1→Level 2→Level 3→Level 2→Level 1

Press the button once
to switch modes
while the device is

on.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

5. End of Treatment
Press

and hold 2 minutes
without
operation
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To switch off the device:
Automatic power off
·The Skin-Tightening mode will be switched off automatically after 5 minutes of treatment.
·The Brightening Mode will be switched off automatically after 5 minutes of treatment.
·The Repair Mode will be switched off automatically after 5 minutes of treatment.

The device will be switched off automatically if it is not in use for a certain
amount of time.
·The device will be switched off automatically after 120 seconds of inactivity.

To manually switch the device off,
·press and hold the power button for 2 seconds.

Device maintenance tips:
After powering off, wipe the treatment head with a dry cloth, damp tissue, etc.
*Note: Do not clean the device with any corrosive liquids such as alcohol, alkaline
detergents, or nail polish remover.

Post-treatment skincare tips:
After the treatment, you can apply skincare devices or sunscreen without
needing to wash your face.
Safety Instructions: Increase device usage in progressive stages to build tolerance.
Avoid harsh skincare products, such as acids, retinol creams, or whitening products,
at the beginning to prevent skin irritation. Protect your skin from sun damage and
premature aging by consistently applying sunscreen and moisturizer during treatment.
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Product pairing
Recommended Essence:
AMIRO’s essence cartridge, gel, serums, etc.
Essence not recommended to use:
The following types of skincare products are not suitable for use with the device due
to their low electrical conductivity and viscous texture.

Types Examples

Facial oils Oil-based serums, Essential oils

Acid-based facial essence Containing salicylic acid, mandelic acid,
alpha hydroxy acids, etc.

Facial essence with thick, viscous texture Thick, viscous facial essence

Product maintenance
·To prevent electrocution, keep the device dry and avoid immersing it or any other
parts in water.
·Store the device and its accessories properly after each treatment to prevent damage
or loss. Remember to clean the device before putting it away.
·When the device is not in use for an extended period of time, store it in a dry, shaded,
and cool place to prevent damage. Avoid contact with hard objects.
·Do not store the device and its accessories in a damp environment for extended
periods of time as it can affect the device’s performance.
·Before using the device after a long break, make sure to charge it to full, check its
functionality, and start at the lowest setting to gradually build tolerance.
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Product troubleshooting

FAQ Possible cause Recommended Solutions

Unable to start the
device

Battery depleted Use the device after it has been
charged

End of battery life Contact the manufacturer for
repair or replacement

Incorrect operation

Press and hold the power button
until the device vibrates briefly
and the treatment head panel

light is on

Automatic shutdown
Not in use for a specific

duration
Restart the device

Dead battery Charge to full before use

Device suddenly
malfunctions

Not being used for an
extended period of time

Device will be switched off
automatically after 120 seconds

of inactivity

Battery depleted
Charge the device fully or use it
while it is connected to the

power source

Device malfunction

Please contact the store where
you purchased the device or call
the customer service hotline at

400-048-0888

Device overheating Using the device for too long
Turn off the device and allow it
to rest for at least half an hour

before using it again

Heated sensation on
the face

Selecting the wrong intensity
level

Switch to a gentler level. Start
with Level 1 to build tolerance

Using the device on the same
spot repeatedly

Avoid leaving the device on the
same spot for an extended

period of time

Using the device in
combination with compatible

products

Do not use devices with similar
functions simultaneously
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FAQ Possible cause Recommended Solutions

Feeling a tingling
sensation on the skin

Device not touching the skin
correctly

Press the device against the skin
and glide it evenly across

Choosing the wrong level
and mode

Switch to a gentler level. Start
with Level 1 to build tolerance

Sensation is too mild

The intensity selected is too
low

Switch to higher intensity levels

Insufficient amount of
gel/essence

Use more gel/essence to allow
the device to glide across skin

more easily

The essence cartridge has
dried up

Stop using device

The conductivity of the skin
care products used with the

device is too low

Contact customer service to
inquire about the conductivities
of typical skincare devices

Gliding too fast
Decrease the gliding speed and
make sure the device glides

smoothly and evenly.

The skin has good tolerance
It is normal for different parts of

the face to have varying
sensitivity to the current

Skin discomfort
Redness

If your skin has a temporary
reaction to the warmth of the
device, the condition should
improve soon. Seek medical
attention immediately if it
doesn’t improve or if you

experience other discomfort.

Skin dryness Apply sunscreen and use
hydrating skincare products
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Other Specifications
1).The device has a waterproof rating of IPX6.
2) Voltage range: 100-240 V~，50 Hz / 60 Hz, input power: Type-C 5 V ⎓ 3 A, 15 W

Explanation of graph and symbol
Symbol Explanation Symbol Explanation

Warning Keep dry

Power/Standby Direct current

Fragile items, handle
with care Up

Microsoft 帐户
此处原文少了右括号�
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Waste disposal declaration
Disposal of used battery:
·Do not attempt to replace the battery on your own while the device is operating
normally.
·Risks of battery leakage Do not come into direct contact with battery liquid since it is
highly corrosive. In the event that you come into contact with battery liquid, please
wipe it immediately with a dry cloth, and seek medical attention if you experience any
discomfort.
·Make sure to remove the battery before disposing of the device.
① Remove the product casing
② Remove the internal wires and take out the battery
·Remember to turn off and unplug the device before removing the battery.
·Dispose of the battery properly and safely.
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